Innerdance
South Africa
Finding the truth inside
“When we surrender to
our deep inter-connectedness,
a more essential energy
unravels from within us all”

Welcome to an
Awakening and
Self-Healing
Process
IMAGINE THIS:
You are lying down, eyes are closed, your
breath is getting deeper and you start to
relax. There is gentle music playing and the
music is supporting you to relax more. You
have nothing to do but just “be”. Your mind
starts to settle.
You are surrendering, letting go and
dropping into a space of openness.
This is how we start…

An Important
Conversation
HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS IS A
CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE
HEART AND THE BRAIN
The Innerdance balances these two forces
by freeing the heart and brain from old
tensions, long-conditioned through
vibratory and rhythmic patterns in the
music.

It Began in the
Philippines
THE ENERGY EMERGED
In 2007, this healing modality birthed in the
Philippines. It awoke in a man by the name of Pi
Villaraza while fasting in isolation for two years,
eating mostly just coconuts, in a remote island
of the Philippines.
In the years after this, he brought the healing
energy to more than fifteen thousand people
from over 40 nationalities, founding a successful
international detox centre in Puerto Princesa
and an international healing
eco-village in Bacungan, Palawan.

It Begins
in Africa
INNERDANCE ARRIVES TO CAPE TOWN!
Innerdance sessions have been held in
South Africa since 2017 and have been facilitated
to hundreds of participants with profoundly
transformative results.
Listen to story of how Innerdance
came to Cape Town

Expanded
Consciousness
and Healing
THROUGH SOUND, MUSIC,
VIBRATION & ENERGY BODYWORK
The Innerdance process brings participants
into intuitive, heightened, healing and
expansive states of consciousness where
they can begin to explore themselves
without inhibitions, constraints or fears.
A truthful dialogue emerges.
This conversation can occur through
memory, thought, spontaneous
movement, feeling or even a dance.

Sound priming
THE PLAYLIST & INSTRUMENTS
The process utilises a powerfully crafted playlist
with additional live instruments in a variety of
ways. The playlist and instruments are used to
guide the arousal of particular brainwave patterns
that allow for a breaking down of old patterns, old
beliefs and the old self.
If there are deep emotions that are held, this
supports these emotions to come up and be
addressed. Often people can’t control it. The
emotions come up and they can ultimately face
them – resulting in some type of healing or shift.

Revealing the
Truth to Oneself
THE PROCESS ALLOWS FOR
POSITIVE INNER REFLECTION
Truth comes about in unexpected ways and so
very often big realisations or “Aha’s” occur.
One can see the bigger picture far without
judgement or expectations.

Innerdance
and the Brain
CHANGES WITHIN THE BRAIN
This process reroutes neurotransmitters in the
brain which brings about new spaces of
awareness.
A reset happens.
It disrupts and divert the brain from how it usually
operates; creating a shift within one’s brainwave
frequencies.
The nervous system rebalances which often allows
for trauma release, emotional release and
expression to be felt and seen that would
otherwise be suppressed or unseen. It is also know
for improving sleep and depression.

Participants
heal themselves
A SELF-HEALING PARADIGM
The facilitators create the conditions and
environment for participants to reclaim their own
power and to heal themselves. This is a big part of
what Innerdance offers.
One comes into deeper observation and honest
self-reflection. When self-reflection takes place,
insights are harvested. This is when energy
conversation happens. We simultaneously listen
and speak to the parts of us that hold emotional
trauma, pain and fear. When we can meet these
places within ourselves, we are healing ourselves
in an empowered and honest way.

Experiences
Common experiences from participants are
spontaneous movements, spinal movements,
tremmering, sudden memories or emotions
surfacing, changes in time perception, deep
knowing, enlightening realizations, life review,
overwhelming joy, laughing or crying.
You do not need to have done Innerdance before
(or anything similar) to experience the benefits of
this. Just come with an open mind and heart to
learn more about yourself.

Effective for
Trauma
PARTICIPANTS WORK THROUGH TRAUMA
WITHOUT WORDS OR EXPLANATIONS
When we experience a trauma (small or big), parts
of us disassociate to protect us from accessing the
true feelings and emotions of the event. When we
don’t allow those feelings and emotions to come
up to be felt, this can lead to greater problems
which usually have larger impact on our lives.
Through the sound waves, the body begins to
wriggle, shake and release that trauma out; often
resulting in deeper emotions to be released which
allows the person to feel a sense of tension relief
and lightness -bringing one back to trust!

Practical
Aspects
An Innerdance session lasts about 1.5 hours.
You always start by lying down.
The facilitators support with:
- The creation of a very safe and nurturing space
- Music (Live or pre-mixed playlist)
- Sound priming with live instruments & voice prompts
-

Energy healing or sound healing

The energy healing and body touch
often facilitate deeper releases to take place.

What people are saying
“I released unwanted and
blocked emotion. It came after
a particularly traumatic
experience, and showed me
the same pattern playing out
from a young age. This
enabled me to take
responsibility for the my
thoughts and actions that
allow it to repeat, and release
trapped energy still sitting in
my system.”
Nicky

“I thoroughly enjoyed the session
and felt that I was able to move
through some stuff which had
been keeping me stuck until that
point.” Megan
“I am working through childhood
and adult trauma and am always
looking for modalities to support
me. I’ve loved this experience
and will definitely sign up for
more” Heidi

“I felt a huge life force energy
inside myself I have never felt
before and a deep loving
connection. I felt it was a reunion
after a long time. Afterwards,
there was a lot of tingling all over
my body and it felt like a lot of
old stuff was cleared out and I
did not need to know what it was
in particular.” Andrea

Contact us
To enquire about classes, workshops, private sessions
or trainings please email Leigh-Rose Goodman
info@leighgoodman.com
www.danceandremember.com
www.leighgoodman.com

